US Sanctions Against Cuba: The Outlook Under President Trump

The results of the recent US presidential election cast a shadow of uncertainty over the future of US-Cuba relations. President-elect Donald J. Trump’s stance regarding this historically fraught relationship has varied over the years. However, despite inconsistencies, Mr. Trump has repeatedly stated that an agreement with the Castro regime is “fine,” albeit on terms different from those reached by the Obama administration thus far. The regulatory changes that have propelled increasing cultural and economic engagement with Cuba for the past two years have been made through executive action. With a Republican Congress seemingly lacking the political will to ease or strengthen the Cuba embargo, the Trump administration’s initiatives on Cuba will be decisive for US business interests in Cuba.

The President-Elect’s Past Statements Regarding Cuba

On November 11, 1999, in a speech at the Cuban American National Foundation, Mr. Trump called then Cuban president Fidel Castro “a murderer” and expressed his belief in the effectiveness of the embargo as a means to overthrow the communist regime.\(^1\) Almost 16 years later, in September 2015, when asked his opinion of President Obama’s Cuba policy, Mr. Trump said that 50 years were enough and added that “[t]he concept of opening with Cuba is fine,” although the United States “should have made a stronger deal.”\(^2\)

In March 2016, during a presidential primary debate in Miami, Mr. Trump reiterated that he “would want to make a strong, solid good deal, because right now everything is in Cuba’s favor.” Specifically, Mr. Trump referred to Cuba’s reparations claims of several hundred billion dollars against the United States for human and economic damages caused by the US embargo as one of the terms he would negotiate to prevent Cuba from suing the United States “after the deal is made.”\(^3\)

A “stronger deal” purging Cuba’s reparations claims was the voiced backbone idea of Mr. Trump’s Cuba policy throughout his campaign until September 16, 2016. Then, at a rally in Miami, Mr. Trump told a cheering crowd that he would reverse President Obama’s executive orders unless the Castro regime met the Cuban American community’s demands of religious and political freedom for the Cuban people, as well as freed political prisoners. Mr. Trump shouted, “We’ll do it, with democracy.”\(^4\) At a subsequent rally in Miami, a few days before the election, Mr. Trump threatened to “cancel Obama’s one-sided Cuban deal” if the Cuban people and the Cuban-Americans did not get the deal they deserved, “including protecting religious and political freedom.”\(^5\) Vice-presidential candidate Mike Pence went so far as to say, also in Miami, “Let me make you a promise: When Donald Trump is president of the United States, we will repeal Obama’s executive orders on Cuba.”\(^6\)

As fate would have it, Fidel Castro died a little over two weeks after Donald Trump became
president-elect of the United States. Mr. Trump responded to the news with exclamation points and stark condemnation of Fidel Castro’s regime. Mr. Trump subsequently promised that his “administration will do all it can to ensure the Cuban people can finally begin their journey toward prosperity and liberty.” The word “hope” was repeatedly used by Mr. Trump and Mr. Pence in their statements regarding Castro’s demise.

Is There “Hope” for US-Cuba Relations?

Since President Obama announced on December 17, 2014, that his administration would chart a new course with Cuba, the United States and Cuba have re-established diplomatic relations. Furthermore, five sets of regulatory changes have been issued by the US Department of the Treasury and the US Department of Commerce. These regulatory changes have allowed increased travel between the United States and Cuba and have authorized business activities across numerous sectors, including telecommunications, technology, health and pharmaceutical, travel and cargo, and construction and infrastructure. They have also made it easier for US companies to export their products to Cuba.

If Mr. Trump maintains his campaign vows, no further loopholes will be carved out to the Cuba embargo. Instead, the existing pathways to engagement opened by the Obama administration will be shuttered unless the Cuban government acknowledges the political and religious rights of the Cuban people and forgoes its reparations claims against the United States. How likely the Cuban government is to accommodate the United States on these core issues remains to be seen.

However, there are several factors that raise some hope for the future of US-Cuba relations. On the US side, despite some pro-embargo hardliners joining his team, Mr. Trump is a pragmatist and, from a pragmatic standpoint, neither has the Cuba embargo benefited the US business community nor has it fulfilled its stated purpose of bringing democracy to the Cuban people.

Furthermore, numerous US companies of all sizes and across multiple sectors have made investments to enter the Cuban market, relying on the warmer relations between the two countries. Notably, the main US commercial airlines are flying from American cities to Cuba; US telecommunications companies have entered into direct voice and roaming agreements with Cuba; Marriott has begun managing various hotels in Havana; and Cuba has become Airbnb’s fastest growing market. Roswell Park, a prominent cancer institute in Buffalo, New York, is set to begin clinical trials of a groundbreaking Cuban lung cancer vaccine. General Electric has signed MOUs with Cuba to sell aviation, healthcare and energy equipment to Cuba. A Florida-based bank has begun offering credit cards for use in Cuba. Three American cruise ship companies have included Cuban ports in their itineraries. Just a few days ago, Google reached an agreement with the Cuban government to provide faster access to Google content in Cuba. Reportedly, nine more deals are in the works and should be inked before Mr. Trump moves into the White House. All of these American companies are likely to press the new administration to preserve or expand their investments.

On the Cuban side, improved relations with the United States and the new opportunities they could bring have likely been a fundamental premise in most agreements and investments made in Cuba by foreign and national companies since December 2014. With a struggling economy increasingly controlled by a business-oriented military; the decline of Venezuela, Cuba’s top business partner; a younger generation of Cubans alienated from the ideals of the Cuban Revolution; and Cuban President Raul Castro purportedly relinquishing power in 2018, domestic pressures may soften the Cuban government’s historic intransigence. Moreover,
the recent demise of Fidel Castro arguably rids the Cuban political elite of the country’s most staunch anti-American symbol.

It is relevant to note that, despite Mr. Trump’s campaign rhetoric, Raul Castro sent congratulations to the president-elect the day after the election. Also, surprisingly, even after Mr. Trump’s harsh comments in the aftermath of Fidel Castro’s death, Granma—the official voice of the Cuban Communist Party—has not yet published responsive remarks. Therefore, an agreement somewhere in the middle is within the realm of possibility.

What If Things Go South?

Despite several statutory limitations, US commercial relations with Cuba—the only country currently restricted under the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917—rest broadly within the authority of the president, mainly pursuant to the delegation made by Congress under Section 5 of said Act.

While Congress sits and watches, Mr. Trump could roll back some or all of the changes made by the Obama administration by issuing one or a series of executive orders if the Trump administration and the Cuban government do not reach a “better deal.” Subsequent implementation by the relevant federal agencies would follow as a matter of course without major obstacles.

If Mr. Trump were to undertake a blanket reversal of President Obama’s executive actions on Cuba, only a few commercial activities previously authorized by Congress would remain available. These limited categories of activities include provision of telecommunications services,\(^{18}\) exportation of medicines and medical supplies\(^^{19}\) and exportation of agricultural commodities.\(^{20}\) The president is given, however, the power to restrict such activities under certain conditions.\(^{21}\) Other statutorily authorized activities, such as donating food to nongovernmental organizations in Cuba, are non-commercial in nature. Furthermore, a potential reinstatement of Cuba as a state sponsor of terrorism would add an additional layer of export, financial, and other restrictions that would further obstruct commercial engagement.

It is also possible that, as president, Mr. Trump could decide to make more aggressive use of the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD) Act of 1996, commonly known as the Helms-Burton Act. The Helms-Burton Act authorizes the Department of State to bar from the United States the foreign executives of companies using property in Cuba that was expropriated from US nationals (including from certain Cuban nationals who have become US citizens). This provision has been sparingly and sporadically applied by the Department of State under Presidents Clinton, Bush and Obama, but President-elect Trump could wield this sanction more actively. Furthermore, the prior three presidents have all suspended, for consecutive six-month periods, the application of another Helms-Burton Act provision that authorizes claimants to expropriated property to sue in US federal court those foreign companies currently using that property. It is expected that President Obama will suspend this provision one last time before he leaves office in mid-January, but in mid-July President-elect Trump will have to decide whether to suspend it again or to let the lawsuits begin.

If the new administration chooses a more restrictive approach to Cuba, most business opportunities with Cuba would be impaired, and those companies that have already spent time and money in their efforts to enter the Cuban market would stand to lose all or part of their investments. Given the uncertainty regarding the future of US-Cuba relations, US companies doing business in Cuba, or planning to do so within the current regulatory framework, must closely follow the dynamics of upcoming negotiations between the representatives of the Trump administration and the Cuban government and proceed with extreme caution.
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